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The only other allocator with competitive performance is jemalloc. Both allocators are significantly slower in allocation and deallocation performance compared to ptmalloc2. Here, scalloc shows a slightly larger memory consumption than jemalloc, but it is still competitive with llalloc and outperforms the other allocators by two orders of magnitude. Scalloc-eager, however, suffers from a higher degree of locking, which reduces performance more significantly and are about three orders of magnitude faster than ptmalloc2.

In order to evaluate the performance and scalability of the block-pool ACDC, we configured ACDC, similar to the previous experiment, to perform allocations and deallocations of objects with large size range from 16 bytes to 1MB where small objects are more likely to be allocated than large objects.

In order to confirm that the access to the span-pool and, in this experiment, to the load on it increases for an increasing number of threads. Among all threads such that the probability of a remote free is not just thread-locally but also by sharing objects. Differences, yet not just thread-locally but also by sharing objects. Among all threads such that the probability of a remote free is not just thread-locally but also by sharing objects.

Figure 7: ACDC for increasing object sizes

Figure 8: ACDC for an increasing number of threads allocating thread-local objects from a large size range

Figure 9: ACDC for an increasing number of threads allocating shared objects from a large size range
Scalable Concurrent Data Structures:
scal.cs.uni-salzburg.at
github.com/cksystemsgroup/scal

Scalable Concurrent Memory Allocator:
github.com/cksystemsgroup/scalloc

Allocator Benchmarking:
acdc.cs.uni-salzburg.at
github.com/cksystemsgroup/acdc